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FEATURED

21st ANNUAL YES! DANCE FESTIVAL: Presented by
K Dance

K DANCE PRESENTS: 21st Annual Yes! Dance Festival
A Dance Review by Julinda D. Lewis
At: The Firehouse Theatre, 1609 W. Broad St, RVA 23220
Performances: December 20 & 21, 2019
Ticket Prices: $25 general; $15 for RVATA & Students
Info: (804) 355-2001 or firehousetheatre.org
This isn’t the first time K Dance has presented the Yes! Dance Festival at the Firehouse Theatre, but it is the first
time as the venue’s resident dance company.
This year, the 21st annual Yes! Dance Festival presented a compact and somewhat mysterious collection of works
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by four companies – not including Kaye Weinstein Gary’s own K Dance – from across the USA. The festival is a
great chance for those who don’t have the time or money to travel the nation to sample what’s happening in
other parts of the country. Some of the artists are nationally and internationally known, with credits including
Dance Magazine’s 25 to Watch list.
Catherine Messina (Atlanta, GA) performed her solo, “gamesetmatch,” which did not appear to have anything to
do with tennis. Messina entered from the aisle, coming down the steep steps from the tech booth, and walked
onto the stage where she sat and removed her boots and socks. Then she danced for a brief interlude, sinewy,
winding phrases, interspersed with intense moments of silence in which she stared at the audience. Then, quite
matter of factly, she sat, put her socks and boots on, and exited the same way she came. In a blog for Dance
Canvas, Messina wrote that her work “centers around the intersection of strangers [sic] lives” and while she was
not speaking specifically of this solo, “gamesetmatch” is steeped in a certain randomness that challenges the
viewer to choose to engage or remain aloof. https://dancecanvas.wordpress.com/2019/12/19/catherinemessina/
Li Chiao-Ping Dance (Madison, WI) presented two works, the premiere of “here n o w here” and “moi non plus.”
The first, a duet performed by Alfonso Cervera and piper Morgan Hayes, included the narrative by the dancers,
variations of “barely there, bodily here.” The dancers dressed themselves from a scattered collection of clothes
placed on the floor (matching gray sweaters and plaid leggings), moved through a compelling selection of
intertwining movement phrases that bore the kiss of contact improvisation. Soloist Lauren Johns, dressed in a
cutaway white dress with bustier top moved through “moi non plus” with an air of mystery mixed with boldness;
I wondered later if the work was a direct response to the song and later the erotic film that share the same title.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Je_t%27aime…_moi_non_plus
slowdanger (Pittsburgh, PA) is the creative partnership of anna thompson and taylor knight. They performed
their duet, “memory 6,” in layers of clothes topped wit ski masks. Their look and sometimes sustained
movement reminded me of the noh drama-inspired works of Eiko and Koma, The two slowly built up to a level of
transcendence and just when it seemed we were about to be lifted to another plane with them, thompson broke
the spell with a single loud clap, and the duo removed their ski masks are returned to earth. The company’s
website describes “memory 6” as the seventh installment of a series, in which, “while traversing a purgatory of
their own fragmented memories, two bodies combine to build a new form through movement and sound.”
http://www.slowdangerslowdanger.com/memory-6.html

REPORT THIS AD

MamLuft & Co. Dance (Cincinnati, OH) also presented two works. “You Are Mine!,” choreographed b Hannah
Williamson, proved to be darkly dramatic. It was performed by 4 women and 1 male dancer, all dressed in black.
One commandeered a throne-like, high-backed chair, and seemed alternately to be in charge and to be the object
of the other’s attention. Susan Honer’s “Solos for Woman,” dancer Claire Dieringer shed layers of black to reveal
a rainbow striped unitard. The company normally specializes in evening-length dance theater works and their
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works often examine socially relevant subject matter such as shifts of power, aging, and memory loss.
https://www.mamluftcodance.org/about
K Dance closed the program with “Leaf on the Wind,” a dance based on Cynthia Uhrich and Jen Tuder’s fiveminute play of the same name, directed by Jacqueline Jones and choreographed by Kaye Weinstein Gary. Two
green leaves (Jessica Rawls and Andrew Etheredge) shared a tree with an orange leaf (Gary). A fourth character, a
Garden Gnome (Courtney Hans) seemed to have a bit more to do than in the original script as she subtly rotated
on a stool in a downstage corner, indicating, I assume, the passage of time (although she moved counterclockwise). The play started o" humorously enough, but it soon became evident that Green Leaf 1 (Rawls) was a bit of a
bully bend on discriminating against the Orange Leaf, while her branch-mate, Green Leaf 2 (Etheridge) was
intent on keeping the peace. As the work progressed from humor to melodrama, the play evolved into
choreography that reflected and eventually resolved the conflict.
A signature of Gary’s Dance Festivals is the Re-Cap that features dancers from all the companies in a brief finale.
The works seemed to feature a common thread of some sort of conflict or confrontation, although there was no
specified theme. All of this took place in the space of ninety minutes, which was just the right amount of dance in
just the right amount of time. For those who did not get to opening night, there are performances at 3pm and
8pm Saturday, and the Saturday evening performance will be followed by a talk with the performers.

Julinda D. Lewis is a dancer, teacher, and writer who was born in Brooklyn, NY and now lives in Eastern Henrico
County.
———Photo Credits: Sarah Ferguson & The Firehouse Web Page
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